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The Caribbean is well known for being a beautiful vacation destination. Amazing beaches make it the perfect place to get away from it all and recharge your batteries. With that said, many travel websites point out that Cuba is also an ideal place to get away from it all. It offers more than just sunny beaches. Discover why Cuba is fast becoming a premier vacation hotspot.

Cuba is rich in history

If you are a museum lover, Cuba has much to offer. For instance, the Museum of the Revolution in Havana was decorated by Tiffany’s of New York. They covered the walls of the Salón Dorado using yellow marble with gold embossed highlights. It is truly a sight to behold. The four canvases done by González and Valderrama are also a sight to behold. They hang on 18-carat gold plated walls for the world to see.

For all you war history buffs out there, this museum features the only remaining item owned by the revolutionary leader Che Guevara. His pipe is on display and perfectly preserved. As a bonus, the original uniform that was worn by Cuban cosmonaut Arnaldo Tamayo is also on display.

Cuba is more than just beaches

The beaches in Cuba are just as good as any in the Caribbean area, but Cuba is more than just beaches. Cuba also has some of the most breathtaking landscapes among all the islands. The Sierra Maestra mountain range has wooded peaks and deep valleys, and both make lovely photo ops. You can hike and explore until you are content when you climb to the top of Turquino Peak. Along the way, you will see breathtaking waterfalls and some of the best vegetation on the island, and it is teeming with wildlife.

The city life

In the 1950s, Cuba was renowned for its nightlife, and the same is true today. After exploring the jungle and seeing the island landscape, you can head out for a bit of nightlife. Dance the night away with your sweety or hang out at one of the salsa clubs for fun. When it comes to food, Cuban restaurants are second to none. If you enjoy spicy food, be sure to check out the bustling restaurant scene.




Cuba is also rich with old-world architecture and style. So be sure to check out the town of Trinidad if that is your thing. You can stroll down the main street and shop for souvenirs where cars are not allowed to drive. This well-preserved colonial town can make you feel as though you have been transported back in time.

Old Havana is famous for its historical status too. For instance, The Malecon of Havana is known as the Pearl of the Antilles. It is 7 kilometers from one end to the other and filled with old-world charm. It just throbs with indigenous Art Deco styles and Spanish culture.

More things to see in Cuba:

1. The Wallow located in the Spanish vibes section of Trinidad.

2. See the famous Tropicana Club cabaret

3. The Fiesta de la Cubana located in Bayamo

4. The bulwarks of mighty Castillo de San Pedro de la Roca

5. The Morro Castle within the city limits of Havana

6. Visit the picturesque Visite Topes Park

7. Playa Jibacoa beach located outside Havana on the way to Varadero

Now you see why Cuba is fast becoming a premier vacation hotspot. You will be amazed at the many things to do and see. Beautiful beaches, lush tropical scenery, tall mountain peaks, and a great nightlife wait for you in Cuba!
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